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The immensely robust timers from Schleicher Electronic – Wieland’s electronics
competence centre in Berlin – set standards. To this day our reputation is based
on ultra-high precision and the proverbial reliability of our products, as reflected
by the number of guaranteed switching cycles. For decades the whole manufacturing sector was based on control by timers, whose durability and repeatability had a crucial influence on servicing and production costs.

Cutting Edge
Our relays are designed for the world market, and naturally fulfil all European
and international norms. Continuous technical development and a hands-on
approach have given our timers a diversity of design, functionality, variability
and style that can hold its own in any comparison. A range that is both proven
and trend-setting.

Diversity for Every Application
The latest is the NGG series with ultra-modern
microprocessor technology, covering almost
all typical industrial applications and offering
considerable potential for rationalization. These
convincing multi-function relays in their slim
environmental housings for DIN rail assembly
demonstrate the technical possibilities that
exist today. They offer 33 functions ranging
from established standards to completely new
applications, such as cost-effective monitoring
of a connected PLC.

Alongside this rigorous new concept for current
and future industrial requirements, Wieland’s
tried-and-tested relays from earlier series
continue to defend their market shares with
ease. Miniaturization provides no substitute
for panel-mounted devices with large, ergonomic scales that can even be set with gloves on.
Even in tough environments you can rely on
the robust precision mechanisms of electromechanical timers from the Wieland competence centre in Berlin. They offer a degree of
resistance to electro-magnetic influences that
no affordable microprocessor system could
hope to match. So in sensitive areas electromagnetic relays remain essential for reasons
of safety.

Whether you need mechanical latching to protect against impact or
reliable function even after power failure, our product range contains
the ideal relay for almost every application in industry, manufacturing
and the trades. Take a look for yourself. On the following pages you will
find that the versatile Wieland relays offer the perfect tailored solution
for your requirements too.
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NGG – Switch to the Future
Decades of timer competence are packed
into a completely new, highly miniaturized
generation of timers just 22.5 mm wide.
Although the end of the timer has been
being predicted for years now, as the PLC
has spread, high quality timers with well
thought-out designs and universal applicability will continue to be needed in
industrial automation.

Timers remain crucial – in less complex
series machines, in later modifications,
everywhere where other solutions would
result in unnecessary engineering and
hardware costs. For these applications
Wieland offers a range of timers that provides everything you need. These devices
unite diverse features with an efficiency
that exploits rationalization potentials to
the full – from procurement and warehousing through to application and operation,
and finally on to disposal.

NGG-Features
• Multi-voltage from AC/DC 16.8 V
to 264 V for all models
• Multi-function relays with up to
16 functions and 16 time ranges
from 0.1 s to 300 h
• Mono-function relays with
time ranges from 0.1 s to 300 h

• Mono-function relays with
1 time range (selected from
13 ranges from 0.1 s to 100 h)
• Mono-function relays with
fixed time 0.5 s
• All housings just 22.5 mm wide

Multi-Voltage on the Move
Universal global applicability, variable at
any time, characterizes the NGG timers.
No power pack, no problem. From 16.8 V to
264 V, these devices run on all the voltages
commonly found in industry and the rail-

ways anywhere in the world – DC and
AC 50 to 60 Hz. Their flexibility significantly
reduces costs – in warehousing, ordering,
servicing and simple expansion of existing
production facilities.

All-Rounders with Extras
The NGG multi-function relays stand out for
their extreme flexibility. They cover almost
any requirement with up to 16 convincing
functions in one single relay. Combining
different functions in one relay gives it
greater flexibility of application and guarantees a high degree of variability if al-

terations are needed later. That’s how the
multi-function relays save time and money.
A total of 33 available functions in the NGG
series offer a diversity to fulfil more than
the usual standards. And additional useful
functions open up some surprising new
applications.

Mounting

Removal

Ergonomic by Experience
With a clearly structured front panel and
a field for lettering, these well-designed
devices make for easy operation and control. Function and time settings are changed
from the front using a standard screwdriver
on large, easy to set analog scales and
rotary switches while the relay remains
installed. All the controls are flush with the
front or slightly recessed, to reliably prevent

accidental changes to settings. LEDs show
the state of the excitation input, the position
of the contacts and the countdown.
NGG relays operate in any orientation.
They are quickly ready for operation –
simply snap onto a DIN rail – and just as
easy to remove (also without tools).
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Perfection in Timing
The precision relays of the NGG
series control the shortest of
times to one hundredth of a
second, and extremely long processes too. 16 different setting
ranges can be selected on the
RANGE switch on the front of the
relay, allowing precision switching of times from 0.05 s to 300 h.
Before the devices are installed
the time range can be set quickly

Fct.-code

Interval ON And-linked
Interval OFF with supply voltage

21 - 22
A1-A2

Supply voltage

B1-A2

Excitations profiles

15-18
15-16

Delayed contact
LED green

25-28
25-26

Instantaneous contact
LED green

LED green
tWE = Interval ON time
tWA = Interval OFF time

from the side. After the time range
has been chosen, the required
time within the range is set on
the large, easy to read disk. As
well as the very flexible multirange relays, we also have mono
versions and relays with fixed
times, for example to prevent
unauthorized alterations on series
machines.

control signal

t1 = break time, must be > recovery time 1
t2 = ON time, must be
> recovery tome 2

The Right Setting
The various functions are selected on the MODE switch, and the
window next to the rotary switch shows the code of the selected
function. When the relay is not installed the function can be set
quickly from the side. On installed devices the function is set in
single steps from the front.

Connection No Problem
Wieland relays are also practical in their connection systems. Perfectly
matched to the requirements of controller construction and contactor
systems, the switching devices can handle all conventional industrial
conductor cross-sections. Whether finely stranded with wire-end ferrule,
single-core or multi-core – the stable box terminals accept all crosssections from 0.5 mm2 to 6 mm2 with a max. stripping length of 9 mm.
The 3.0 mm Pozidrive-2 screws on the box terminals allow torque up
to 1 Nm and are designed for use of automatic screwdrivers.

Variable Input Voltage
Excitation input B1 can be controlled with any voltage level from
AC/DC 16.8 V to 264 V, completely independently of the auxiliary
voltage.

Remote Control
as Required
On some NGG devices the time setting
can be altered without opening the
enclosure, by connecting an optional
remote potentiometer. Operation without remote potentiometer does not
require a jumper on the relay.
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Industrial. Day In, Day Out

Environmentally Aware

Their robustness and solid electronics make the
slim timers perfect for application in all sorts of
industrial environment.

The good ecological balance sheet of the NGG
relays, characterized by meticulous selection
of materials and well thought-out production,
becomes an economic factor too, at the latest
when the single-type plastics are disposed of
or recycled.

• Designed for ambient temperatures between
–25 °C and +60 °C
• Isolation up to 300 V between control circuitry
and the relay outputs
• Very high interference immunity, meet very
high EMC standards
• Output relays correspond to utilization
category AC-15 at 230 V / 3 A,
DC-13 at 24 V / 2 A

Time ranges of multi-range timers
Times from 0.1 s to 300 h can be
set in the following ranges:
< 0.1
0.15
0.5
1.5
5
15
50
0.5
1.5
3
5
0.15
0.5
1.5
5
15

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

1
3
10
30
100
300
1000
10
30
60
100
3
10
30
100
300

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
min
min
min
min
h
h
h
h
h

• Cadmium-free relay contacts
• Recyclable, halogen-free polycarbonate
housings and terminal carriers
• Environmental lettering by laser rather
than solvent-based printing

Time ranges of single-range timers
We supply relays with the following
13 setting ranges:
< 0.1
0.15
0.5
1.5
5
15
50
0.5
1.5
3
0.5
1.5
5

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

1
3
10
30
100
300
1000
10
30
60
10
30
100

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
min
min
min
h
h
h

What the NGG New Generation Offers
Multi-function relays with
several time ranges

Mono-function relays with
one time range

• 16 or 10 functions
• 16 time ranges from 0.1 s to 300 h
• 1 or 2 changeover contacts (2nd changeover
contact can be used as instantaneous changeover contact, depending on function)
• 2 or 3 LEDs for monitoring function
• Remote potentiometer connection
(NGMP 1001)
• Multi-voltage relays AC/DC 16.8 V to 264 V

• 1 function
• 1 time range (13 ranges available from
0.1 s to 100 h)
• 1 or 2 changeover contacts
• 2 LEDs for function display
• Remote potentiometer connection (NGYP 32-S,
NGZP 31, NGZP 32, NGZP 32-S)
• Multi-voltage relays AC/DC 16.8 V to 264 V
• Single voltage on NGZ 110 and NGZ 210

Mono-function relays with
several time ranges

Mono-function relays with fixed time

•
•
•
•
•

1 function
16 time ranges from 0.1 s to 300 h
1 or 2 changeover contacts
2 LEDs for function display
Remote potentiometer connection (NGZP 71,
NGZP 72, NGZP 72-S)
• Multi-voltage relays AC/DC 16.8 V to 264 V

•
•
•
•
•

1 function
1 fixed time 0.5 s
1 or 2 changeover contacts
2 LEDs for function display
Multi-voltage relays AC/DC 16.8 V to 264 V

NGS 12 coupling relays
• 2 changeover contacts
• 1 LED for function display
• Single voltage
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Functional Marvels
NGM 1004 Multi-Function Multi-Range Timer
Ten functions in the smallest of spaces saves
space in the enclosure and on the machine.
And in the warehouse too. Moreover, design
work is easier if you can do without stocks of
different specialized relays. In most cases it´s
one for all.
• Timers with operate delay or release delay
• Interval on/off
• Clock generator with fixed pulse/pause
• Pulse output with operate delay, pulse
shaper/generator with settable pause time
• 16 time ranges from 0.1 s to 300 h

Instantaneous Signal
This function allows an additional influence
on the output signal in time controls and
closed-loop control circuits by allowing on/off
switching independent of the elapsed time.
Can be used for operate delay, interval on,
clock generator and pulse generator.
Addition
If the excitation variable is off and the countdown thus interrupted, the operate-delayed
functions with auxiliary supply can add the
individual intervals until the preset operating
time has been reached and the timed changeover contact switches to operated condition.

NGM 1004

Workhorse
NGZ 11 Operate-Delay Single-Range Timer
In clearly delimited applications such as series machines less really can be
more. For example, the NGZ 11 finds an application in safety chains for lifts
and escalators, with one timed changeover contact and a choice of 13 time
ranges from 0.1 s to 100 h. Versions with two timed changeover contacts or
one timed and one instantaneous changeover contact are also available
(NGZ 12 and NGZ 12-S). Its high mechanical service life of 30 million switching cycles makes this relay a long-lived and reliable workhorse – simple,
robust, economical.

NGZ 11

Signs of Life
NGW 11 Signal Watchdog Relay
The signal watchdog is an economical alternative to complex failure
detection systems, such as a controller configured as a guarding
master in a CANopen field bus.
Lifeguarding
The relay monitors machines and controllers for stoppage and failure. The relay
registers whether the application is sending cyclical signals whose pulse and pause
lengths do not exceed a set time. If the pulses or pauses are too long the relay output
shuts down and can only be switched on
again after the auxiliary voltage has been
switched off and on again and the cyclical
signals have resumed. This ensures that as
well as total failure, intermittent faults are
also detected.

Nodeguarding
The relay output is fed back to allow the
controller to monitor the relay for functional
readiness, cable breakage and short-circuit.
• Available time ranges:
0.5 to 10 s / 1.5 to 30 s / 5 to 100 s
• Contact equipment: 1 changeover contact
• Excitation variable and contact monitored via LEDs

Function code 14
Signal watchdog, with auxiliary supply
A1-A2

Supply voltage

B1-A2

Excitation profiles

15-18
LED

Delayed contact

LED

NGW 11

Method of Function
When the excitation variable (B1-A2) is
switched on and the auxiliary supply
(A1-A2) is also on, the timed changeover
contact switches to operated condition
and the countdown starts. The countdown
restarts each time the excitation variable
is switched off and on during the delay
time.

If the break or make time of the excitation
variable is longer than the delay time t,
the timed changeover contact switches to
normal condition and stays there even if
the excitation variable is switched on again.
The timed changeover contact switches to
normal condition immediately when the
auxiliary supply is switched off.
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Types and Functions
NGG Series 22.5 mm
Contact equipment
Changeover contact

Function code

Function
Timer

Operate delay

11

Operate delay and instantaneous changeover contact

11-ON

Operate delay (additive) with auxiliary supply

11C

Operate delay (additive) and instantaneous changeover contact, with auxiliary supply

11C-ON

Release delay with auxiliary supply

12

Release delay and instantaneous changeover contact, with auxiliary supply

12-ON

Operate and release delay with auxiliary supply

11-12

Release delay and interval off, with auxiliary supply

12-22

Release delay without auxiliary supply

13

Signal watchdog

With auxiliary supply

14

Interval ON/OFF
time relay

Interval on

21

Interval on and instantaneous changeover contact

21-ON

Interval on and interval off, with auxiliary supply

21-22

Interval off, with auxiliary supply

22

Interval off and instantaneous changeover contact, with auxiliary supply

22-ON

Flasher relay

Pause start, symmetrical, fixed setting

41

Clock generator

Pause start, symmetrical, settable

41

Pulse start, symmetrical, settable

42

Pause start, symmetrical, fixed setting, cycle time setting range

43

Pause and pulse start, symmetrical, fixed setting, cycle time setting range

43-44

Pulse start, symmetrical, fixed setting

44

Changeover switch, interval on

51

Changeover switch, operate delay

52

Pulse generator, operate delay, pulse output

81-Xs

Pulse generator, operate delay and instantaneous changeover contact, pulse output

81-Xs-ON

Pulse generator, operate delay (additive), pulse output, with auxiliary supply

81C-Xs

Pulse shaper (interval on) with auxiliary supply

82

Star-delta relay
Impulse relay

Pulse shaper (interval on) and instantaneous changeover contact, with auxiliary supply 82-ON

Notching relay
Coupling relay

Pulse generator, pause start, pause time settable, pulse time fixed

83-Xs

Pulse generator, alternating, pause / pulse time settable

83-84-Xs

Pulse generator, pulse start, pulse time settable, pause time fixed

84-Xs

On-off, with auxiliary supply

98

On-off and off-on, with auxiliary supply

99

Instantaneous changeover contact

Special feature
Remote potentiometer connection
Instantaneous signal function via B1

Multi-function
multi-range

Mono-function
fixed time

Mono-function
single-range

NGM
NGM
NGM
NGM
NGMP
NGY
NGYP
NGZ
NGZ
NGZ
NGZ
NGZ
NGZP
NGZP
NGZP
NGD
NGD
NGW
NGY
NGYP
NGZ
NGZ
NGZ
NGZ
NGZ
NGZ
NGZ
NGZP
NGZP
NGZP
NGB
NGB
NGF
NGF
NGF
NGY
NGY
NGS

1600
1004
1003
1002
1001
71
72-S
71
72
72-S
710
720
71
72
72-S
31
32
11
31
32-S
11
12
12-S
110
210
310
320
31
32
32-S
11
12
31
32
52
11
52
12

Mono-function
multi-range

2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2* 2* 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2

• • • • •
• •
•
•
•
• •
•
•
•
•

• •

• •

•

• •

•

•

• •

•

• •
•

• •

•

• •

• •
•
•
• •
•
• •
• •
•
• •
• •
•
•
•
•
•
•
• •
• •
•

•

•

• •

• • • • • •
• •
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

• •

•

•

• •

•

• • •

•

•

•

• • •

* = NO contact
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Time Under Control
If it’s good it will last. Schleicher Electronic –
the Wieland electronics competence centre in
Berlin – develops timers and switching relays
whose precision, flexibility, robustness and
high standards of quality are undisputed. The
tried and tested electronic and electro-mechanical relays with their broad spectrum of functions and time ranges are solidly established
in industry, manufacturing and the trades.
Electronic multi-function relays in 22.5 mm
housings offer up to 8 functions, from operate
and release delay to interval on/off, clock
generator and pulse shaper. The USD 51 is
non-resetting on power failure, with digital
set time preselect and actual value display
across the extremely long range of 0 s to
999.9 h, and also meets the highest setting
tolerance requirements.

Electronic and electro-mechanical relays
• Timers and switching relays
• Multi-voltage and single-voltage relays
AC/DC 24 V to 230 V
• Analog and digital time setting and display
• Multi-function and mono-function relays with
up to 8 functions
• Devices for DIN rail, screw fixing and
panel mounting

Electronic miniaturization is not always the
be all and end all. Often the harsh industrial
environment presents challenges in terms of
operation, fault-tolerance and mechanical reliability that cannot be met by slim electronic
relays. For example, large ergonomic scales
make setting easier for production processes
where times change often. When a power
failure occurs, the mechanism records the
elapsed time by design, without buffer batteries or emergency power supply. Additional
mechanical latching makes particular relays
immune to strong vibrations of the sort caused
by power plant disconnectors, for example.
And electro-magnetic compatibility is simply
not an issue for electro-mechanical relays.

The Power of Two Hearts
DZA 52-S L Electro-Mechanical Timer
Time filling by operate delay is a common
field of application for timers, for example
to wait for a motor to start up before switching on other components. The DZA 52-S L
copes with these tasks both safely and
conveniently.
It is an electro-mechanical relay, with a synchronous motor and magnetic coupling.
When the motor and magnet are excited
the instantaneous contact moves to operated condition and the countdown begins,
while the display shows the countdown
from set time to zero. When the preset time
has elapsed the timer contact is operated
and the synchronous motor shut down.
Separate activation of the magnet coupling
and the motor allows elapsed times to be
saved and different time intervals to be
added. If the motor is continuously under
voltage and only the magnet coupling
de-excited and excited, the time scatter
caused by the motor fault can be minimized by short operating times.

On the DZAN 52-S L timer, which is nonresetting on power failure, excitation causes
the magnet flap to be locked by a ratchet,
so that the elapsed time is retained even if
power is cut off.
The relay is designed for panel mounting,
and the rotary time range switches on the
front can be operated reliably even when
wearing gloves.
• Operate delay
• Setting range 0.3 s to 60 h divided
into 6 time ranges
• Contact equipment:
1 timed changeover contact and
1 instantaneous changeover contact
• DZAN 52-S L version non-resetting
on power failure

Limit
DZR 52-S L Electro-Mechanical Timer
The DZA 52-S L is largely identical to the
DZR 52-S L, but has a special safety feature.
If the timed and one instantaneous changeover contacts are connected in series it can
be used to limit the safety period in steam
boiler controls that are designed according
to VdTÜV information sheet no. 452. The
relay then functions as an excitation-wiping
interval time-delay relay.

• For burner control with technical
certification
• 4 available time ranges from
0.03 s to 60 h

Timers
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Memory
SSP 56 Electro-Mechanical Throw-Over Relay
Non-resetting on power failure in the solidest
possible way – the mechanical latching records
the switching state of the contacts even if a
power failure occurs. Robust, maintenancefree and absolutely reliable. In power supply
switchgear, for example, it is crucial to record
the switching state of the disconnectors when
power failure occurs. This is the only way to
ensure that all the elements return to their
original state when power is restored.
The throw-over relay consists of two separate
magnet systems that interlock mechanically.
When the magnet system with the contacts is
excited (pulse or continuous) the NO and NC
contacts switch to operated condition. At the
same time the ratchets latch on the relay
armatures, so that the operated condition of
the contacts is retained even if power fails or
is interrupted. If the second magnet system
is excited the latching is released and the
contacts return to their initial positions.

A lever on the front panel allows the magnet
system to be set manually, and indicates the
magnet/contact position. The relay contacts
have no preferred state. If both coils are excited simultaneously the contacts remain in
operated condition.
• Device for single voltage
• Contact equipment: 3 NO and 3 NC
• Devices with 2, 3 or 4 changeover
contacts are also available

Combine
KZT 510K Electronic Multi-Range Timer
Controlling time processes with individual
operate and release delay over a wide range
of times from very short to very long, all
combined in one relay – that’s the task for
the KZT 510K. For example, time-controlled
machining with delayed start-up and run-on
in seconds in automatic grinding centres
where the workpieces are fed on a continuous belt. Or long-term control of ventilation systems in minutes and hours.

The compact 22.5 mm housing of this relay
makes it suitable for space-saving installation on DIN rails. The controls for setting
the delay time are operated with a screwdriver and are flush with the front of the
device. This reliably prevents accidental
operation.
• Operate and release delay, separately
settable, with power supply
• Setting range 0.05 s to 10 h divided
into 10 time ranges
• Contact equipment:
1 timed changeover contact
• Single voltage AC 230 V / 50-60 Hz
or AC/DC 24 V / 50-60 Hz

Timers
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Types and Functions
Electronic and electro-mechanical timers /
pulse counters / switching relays
Housing
Flush type

Housing

48 x 48 mm
72 x 72 mm
96 x 96 mm
22,5 mm
45 mm
90 mm

Contact equipment
Timed changeover contact
Timed NC contact
Timed NO contact
Instantaneous changeover contact
Instantaneous NC contact
Instantaneous NO contact

Function

Setting analog/digital

Timer

Operate delay
Operate delay (pulse activation)
Operate delay (additive)
Operate delay (additive or subtractive)
Non-resetting on power failure
Operate and release delay, symmetrical, with power supply
Operate and release delay (additive), symmetrical, with power supply
Operate and release delay, separately settable, with power supply
Release delay with power supply
Release delay (additive) with power supply
Interval ON/OFF Interval on
time relay
Interval on (additive)
Interval on and interval off, with power supply
Interval off, with power supply
Interval off (additive) with power supply
Clock generator Pause start, symmetrical, settable
Pause start (additive), symmetrical, settable
Pause start, pause and pulse separately settable
Pulse start, symmetrical, settable
Pulse start (additive), symmetrical, settable
Pulse start, pause and pulse separately settable
Pause or pulse start (selectable), pause and pulse separately settable
Pulse generator, operate delay, pulse output
Impulse relay
Pulse shaper (interval on) with power supply
Pulse shaper (interval on, additive) with power supply
Preselection pulse counter, up counter
Pulse counter
Preselection pulse counter, up/down counter
On-off, simultaneous switching
Notching relay
On-off, alternate switching
Throw-over relay Mechanical interlocking, non-resetting on power failure

Special feature
Instantaneous signal function via reset
TÜV certiﬁcation for burner

Electronic timers
Multi-function
multi-range

Switching relays

Electro-mechanical timers
Mono
single
range

Mono-function
multi-range

DZD
KZL
KZL
KZL
KZL
UZD
UID
SPT
KZT
KPT
KPT
KZTH
SID
DZ
DZ
DZN
DZA
DZAN
DZ
DZR
SZA
SZA
SZA
SZAN
SZA
DZ
DZN
SSF
SSF
SSF
SSP
SSP
SSP
SSP

92 L
92
91
72
71
51
51
72 D
510 K
11 KD
31 KD
11
32
52-S G
52-S L
52-S L
52-SL
52-SL
72-S
52-S L
52
52-S
54-2S
52-S
521
12-S L
12-S L
32
52
62
33
34
56
72

Mono-function

• •

•
• • • •

• • • • •
•

• • • •

2* 2* 1 2* 1 1 1 2 1 1
1* 1*

1*

• •

•

•

1**
1

•

• • • • •
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1

•

• •

1 1 1 1

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • • •

•

°

•

• • • • •
•
•

• • • •
•

•

•

1

°°°°° °°°° °°

• • •
•
•
• • • • • •
•
• •
•
•
• • •
•
•

•
•

1 1 1 1 1 1

• •

1 1
3 4
2
1
1 1
3
1
2 1 1
3
1
A|D A A A A D D A A A A A D A A A A A A A A A A A A A A

• • • • • •
•
•
•
•
• •
• •
•

2

1
1

• • •

•

•
•

• •

• • • •

•

* = 1 timed changeover contact + 1 instantaneous changeover contact or 2 timed changeover contacts (settable)
** = semiconductor
= additive with separate activation of magnet coupling and motor

°
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Head office:
Wieland Electric GmbH
Brennerstraße 10 – 14
D-96052 Bamberg
Sales and Marketing Center:
Wieland Electric GmbH
Benzstraße 9
D-96052 Bamberg
Phone +49 (951) 9324-0
Fax
+49 (951) 9324-198
www.wieland-electric.com
www.gesis.com
info@wieland-electric.com

DIN rail terminals
• with screw connection
• with spring connection
• with IDC connection
Terminal blocks for electrical installations
• with screw connection
• with spring connection
Lighting and appliance terminals
Terminal strips
PC board connectors
• modular/pluggable
• insulated headers
• rising cage clamp/plug connectors
• TOP connection
• spring connection
• electronics housings
Electronics components
• relay modules
• safety switching devices
• solid-state modules
• interface modules
• function modules
• power supplies
• innovative housing
• lightning and surge arresters
• distributed peripheral devices
Distributed installation systems
• energy bus
• decentralised I/O’s
• distributed motor control unit
• decentralised switching
• energy bus project design tool
Systems for electrical installation
• mains connectors IP20/IP66/IP68
• bus connectors
• compact connectors
• low voltage connectors
• flexible flat cable systems
• distribution systems
• switching devices for EIB-KNX,
LON, Ethernet, radio control
Industrial connectors
• mini connectors
• connectors for hazardous areas
• modular connector system
• high-current connectors
• connectors with mixed component set
• bushing for switchgear cabinets
• EMC connectors

Product Range

